WARNING: BE CERTAIN THAT YOUR FIREARM IS NOT LOADED AND POINTED AWAY FROM YOU IN A SAFE DIRECTION

ATTENTION: THIS BARSKA LASER SIGHT IS A POWERFUL TARGETING DEVICE THAT REQUIRES SPECIAL ATTENTION WHEN OPERATING. CAREFULLY READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT.

CAUTION: UNAUTHORIZED USE MODIFICATIONS OR PERFORMANCE OF PROCEDURE OTHER THAN SPECIFIED HEREIN MAY RESULT IN DANGEROUS/HAZARDOUS RADIATION EXPOSURE.

LASER LIGHT: AVOID DIRECT EYE EXPOSURE. WARNING KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

DO NOT POINT LASER AT PEOPLE, PETS, SHINY/HIGHLY REFLECTIVE SURFACES, AIRPLANES OR ANY OTHER OBJECT NOT INTENDED FOR DESIGNATED USE.

NOTE: When mounting laser sight, place weapons safety on and unload all ammunition from the firearm. When mounting laser to weapon keep the laser in off position to avoid exposure to eyes.

Battery Installation

Before using unit, you must first insert the supplied CR123A batteries.
1. Insert Allen Wrench into the Battery Cap Retainer (6) turn counter clockwise to loosen
2. Lift Battery Cap (4) to insert batteries
3. Replace Battery Cap and tighten Battery Cap (4) securely with Allen Wrench - turn clockwise to tighten

Mounting

1. Use allen wrench to loosen bolt (3) and side clamp.
2. With bolt (3) loose and clamp open place laser onto mounting rail of firearm.
3. Finger-tighten bolt (3) to close clamp on to firearm mounting rail, use allen wrench to secure bolt (3) and side clamp.

Dismounting

Use allen wrench to loosen bolt (3) and side clamp, remove laser from mounting rail of firearm.

Specifications

Flashlight:
CREE Q4 LED
200 lumens

Battery type:
2, CR123A Lithium Batteries

Laser maximum output power:
<5mW

Wavelength:
650(±)nm

Length:
3.75 inches

Body width:
1.45 inches

Height:
2.12 inches

Weight:
5.6 oz